
January 7, 2018

To: Battle Ground School Board Directors

Subject: Feb 13, 2018 Capital Bond Mailed Brochure

On Friday January 5th we received a tri-fold full color brochure from what appears to be the BGSD 
sharing information about the proposed bond. The brochure contains statements that can easily be 
perceived, at a minimum, to be misleading. I will explain my comments.

The public has a history of distrust of the school board and district administration. During the last levy 
this was exacerbated when the board and district claimed that the increase was not an increase and was 
forced to correct the district website (by the Clark County Assessor). Unfortunately the public was 
never told of the error – the change was made to the website and nothing more was said.

This bond brochure contributes to the distrust issues because of certain statements and shades of truth.  
Here are a few (not all inclusive) examples:

1) Under Full School Replacements for Glenwood Heights you cite “built for 484 students, has 800”. 
For Laurin you state “built for 600 students, has 700”. For Pleasant Valley you combine the Primary 
and Middle and state “built for 993 students, has 1139”.

Comment:

• I contacted the BGSD administration and asked if there were “capacity” numbers or limits by 
campus. I was told that no such numbers exist. I was also told that the optimum size of a 
campus was ~1000 students. I asked for the references and am still waiting nearly 1 month later.

• As you know, in Washington State, when a campus is built it is built for the number of existing 
students. If there is growth it would require the addition of more facilities (whether permanent 
or temporary). The limiting factors for capacity would be land and support services. Thus, there 
is no fixed capacity since it’s ever changing. This means that using the “built for and has” 
implies exceeding capacity – which is a false premise. 

• Using the original “built for” numbers is disingenuous and misleading.

2) Under New Schools & Replacements you note “replace four schools (see below) that are all energy 
inefficient...”

Comment:

• At past board meetings praise was heaped on the district by the board and outside source(s) 
citing the energy efficiency efforts and programs. The impression given was that the district was
energy efficient. Your statement indicates otherwise. It gives the impression that you will claim 
something if it benefits you but in the next breath say the opposite to fit your current goals.

3) Class room technology & Stem – You cite “modernize middle school classrooms for science, 
technology, engineering, and math and high schools for skilled jobs training”.

Comment:



• Given the life of technology (5 years or less) spending 21 year money is irresponsible. These 
types of expenses should come from M&O.

Note: I don’t see that you tell the people there is six (6) years remaining in the existing bond. 

Other Comments:

1) New Primary/Middle School - There is no evidence of student growth to support the construction of 
an entirely new campus. This information has been shared with district administration.

2) A number of the items in the proposed bond can and should be paid out of M&O. Unfortunately the 
Board and District Administration (present and past) have chosen to use 90% of the M&O levy monies 
to pay for extra personnel rather than putting the money into buildings and repairs. Having ~30% of 
your personnel paid for via levy has led to some of the current requests as defined in the bond because 
of inadequate M&O funding. District Administration has admitted that there is no evidence that the 
extra personnel has shown any ongoing benefit or value. So, monies have been diverted from M&O, 
with no provable value but asset preservation has suffered.

3) M&O vs. Long-term capital – Using money borrowed for 21 years to pay for items that have a 
lifespan of a few years is irresponsible. Flooring, locks, technology and other items will long be worn 
out and gone before the loan money is repaid. This is akin to using 30 year mortgage money to buy 
furniture and groceries. Yet, you claim in your brochure, that you are being “fiscally responsible”. Your 
definition of what that means must be different from mine and normal working people.

This brochure promotes the bond by sharing only information that you deem supportive. You allow no 
comment or dissension on your district blog or website. People are directed to the district website for 
information with the understanding that it’s accurate, truthful and balanced. There is no mechanism for 
contrary views or alternative interpretations of your “facts”. [Apparently people are directed to 
communicate with the board...which isn’t visible to the public unless they are aware of such 
communication. Indeed, this letter will never be seen by the public unless I share it] Thus public money
is being used to promote a one-sided biased view and as such is unbalanced and misleading.

The brochure, lack of alternative views and interpretations of “facts” and inability to provide counter 
points to voters make this an excellent example of why legislative action needs to be taken to require 
school boards and administration to provide fair and balanced information when using public funding 
to promote a levy or bond. [The Pro/Con and rebuttal statements that will be online – for a special 
election – are the first time this has been done and something the public is not aware of AND is 
disconnected from the district website]

There are other examples in the brochure which can be seen as slanted. Address overcrowding and keep
class sizes small? 42% of classrooms at Glenwood/Laurin are portable (of course they are for reasons 
cited which makes your statement misleading).

You want the public to trust you and yet statements and half-truths cause people to mistrust you. 

These comments will be shared with the public.

Dick Rylander


